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Sołtysiński Kawecki & Szlęzak (SK&S) is one 
of Poland’s leading full-service law firms. With 
more than 180 attorneys, the firm provides the 
highest standard of legal services in all areas of 
business activity, and is reputed for the qual-
ity of its work and innovative approach to com-
plex legal problems. SK&S remains one of the 

rare dedicated financial regulatory teams in the 
Polish market, covering the full range of finan-
cial regulatory matters, and is a market leader 
in payments services work and FinTech (with 
cross-practice teams leveraging strong IP/IT, 
privacy and tax practices). 
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SK&S financial services practice. 
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bank and financial regulatory 
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sector M&A, and represents them in 
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regularly lectures and publishes on issues of 
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international arbitration. 
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in the SK&S financial services 
practice and leads the firm’s 
payments and fintech group. His 
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of financial regulatory matters 

with a particular focus on payments services 
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solutions in the banking and payment services 
sectors. He regularly represents clients in 
proceedings in front of the Polish financial 
markets regulator. Wojciech also frequently 
speaks at conferences and publishes on 
financial regulatory issues. 

Tytus Brzezicki is an associate 
in the SK&S financial services 
practice. He advises financial 
institutions on regulatory 
matters, inter alia, on banking, 
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of SK&S’s cross-practice ESG team. He gained 
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of the District of Columbia in Washington, D.C. 
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1. Legislative Framework

1.1 Key Laws and Regulations
Key Laws and Regulations 
Given Poland’s EU membership, the legal frame-
work applicable to financial institutions (includ-
ing banks) is largely influenced by EU legisla-
tion, in particular, Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD) 
and Regulation (EU) 575/2013 (CRR). The latter 
is directly applicable to banks in Poland. 

The primary source of regulations governing the 
banking sector in Poland is the Act of 29 August 
1997, Banking Law (BL). The BL sets out, in par-
ticular, licensing conditions, principles applica-
ble to conducting banking activity, the terms of 
providing key banking products (deposits, loans, 
bank guarantees, etc), bank-specific principles 
for bankruptcy proceedings, and principles of 
exercising banking supervision. 

Other important legal acts governing the bank-
ing sector include: 

• the Act of 19 August 2011 on payment ser-
vices, which sets the regulatory framework of 
payment services and implements Directive 
(EU) 2015/2366 (PSD2); 

• the Act of 15 September 2000, the Com-
mercial Companies Code, which sets out the 
general framework for joint-stock compa-
nies, ie, the form in which banks are usually 
formed; 

• the Act of 23 April 1964, the Civil Code, which 
regulates the private law aspect of crucial 
banking agreements, eg, the bank account 
agreement and regular loan agreement 
(umowa pożyczki); 

• the Act of 12 May 2011 on consumer credit, 
which sets the rules for providing consumer 
credit under Directive 2008/48/EEC (CCD); 

• the Act of 23 March 2017 on mortgage credit 
and the supervision of mortgage brokers and 
agents, which sets the rules for providing 
consumer credit under Directive 2014/17/EU 
(MCD); 

• the Act of 29 July 2005 on trading financial 
instruments, which regulates the rules of pub-
lic trade in financial instruments and imple-
ments Directive 2014/06/EU (MiFID 2); 

• the Act of 1 March 2018 on countering money 
laundering and terrorism financing, which 
regulates the obligations of banks as “obliged 
entities” and implements Directive (EU) 
2015/849 (AMLD V); and 

• the Act of 10 June 2016 on the Bank Guar-
antee Fund, deposit protection scheme and 
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mandatory restructuring, which implements 
Directive 2014/59/EU (BRRD). 

Banks should also be aware of soft law instru-
ments, positions, recommendations and guide-
lines issued by the relevant regulatory authori-
ties. Although formally non-binding, these 
soft-law sources usually provide a supervisor’s 
approach to, or interpretation of, binding legal 
acts. 

Regulatory Authorities 
The Polish Financial Supervision Authority 
(Komisja Nadzoru Finansowego PFSA) is the 
regulator responsible for the microprudential 
supervision of banks in Poland. Poland is not 
part of the Eurozone and does not participate 
in the Banking Union or the Single Supervisory 
Mechanism. As such, the supervisory powers 
and duties lie with the national regulator. 

The Financial Stability Committee (Komitet 
Stabilności Finansowej) is the primary regulator 
responsible for the macroprudential supervision 
of the banking sector. The Committee issues 
recommendations and positions on macropru-
dential matters and co-ordinates the work of its 
members regarding macroprudential oversight. 

The Bank Guarantee Fund (Bankowy Fundusz 
Gwarancyjny) is the regulator responsible for run-
ning the mandatory deposit protection scheme 
and is the local bank resolution authority. 

The General Inspector of Financial Information 
(Generalny Inspektor Informacji Finansowej) is 
the regulator responsible for supervision in the 
AML/CFT field. 

2. Authorisation

2.1 Licences and Application Process
Authorisation 
There is only one type of banking license avail-
able; however, the scope of a bank’s permit-
ted activities is determined by the scope of the 
application for the authorisation to set up the 
given bank and the decision issued by the PFSA. 

Commercial banks are usually formed as joint-
stock companies. In such case, the number of 
founders (initial shareholders) cannot be fewer 
than three, unless the founder is another bank 
(from Poland or outside of Poland). 

The only sub-type of a bank in the form of a joint-
stock company is a mortgage bank operating 
under the Act from 29 August 1997 on mortgage 
bonds and mortgage banks. These specialised 
banks may only engage in selected activities, 
which essentially include activities related to the 
mortgage market. 

Polish regulations also enable co-opera-
tive banks (banki spółdzielcze) and credit 
unions (Spółdzielcze Kasy Oszczędnościowo-
Kredytowe) to be established. The latter may 
engage in similar activities to those of banks, but 
represent a different kind of financial institution. 

Scope of Activities 
Banks may only engage in activities directly 
listed under the BL, referred to as “banking 
activities” (czynności bankowe). They primarily 
include: 

• accepting deposits of money payable on 
demand or on a specified date and maintain-
ing accounts for such deposits; 

• maintaining other bank accounts; 
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• granting loans, both “bank loans” (kredyty 
bankowe) and cash loans (pożyczki); 

• granting and confirming bank guarantees and 
opening and confirming letters of credit; 

• issuing bank securities; 
• providing payment services and issuing elec-

tronic money; 
• acquiring and disposing of monetary receiva-

bles; 
• storing objects and securities and providing 

safe deposit boxes; 
• conducting the purchase and sale of foreign 

exchange values; 
• granting and confirming guarantees (sureties); 
• performing commissioned activities related to 

the issuance of securities; and
• performing other activities specified for banks 

in other laws. 

The restrictive interpretation presented by the 
PFSA provides that if the regulations do not 
explicitly authorise a bank to carry out a certain 
business activity, such activity should not be 
pursued as the bank’s regular business. 

Conditions of Authorisation 
Under the BL, a bank can be established if: 

• the bank is equipped with adequate own 
funds, the amount of which should cor-
respond to the type of banking activities to 
be performed and the size of the intended 
activity; 

• the bank is equipped with premises with 
adequate technical equipment; 

• the bank’s founders provide a guarantee of 
the bank’s prudent and stable management; 

• the persons scheduled to take up positions 
of the bank’s supervisory board and manage-
ment board members meet the relevant legal 
requirements; 

• the persons scheduled to take up the posi-
tions of chair of the management board and 
the management board member responsible 
for risk management have proven knowledge 
of the Polish language; and 

• the (minimum of a) three-year plan presented 
by the founders indicates that these activi-
ties will be safe for the funds collected in the 
bank. 

Process of Applying for Authorisation 
The authorisation to operate as a bank is granted 
in two stages. Firstly, the authorisation to set up 
a bank; and secondly, an authorisation to start 
operations (an operating license) have to be 
obtained. After obtaining these two authorisa-
tions, an entity may start operating. 

A model process of applying for authorisation 
includes the following steps: 

• preparing and filing an application for the 
authorisation to set up a bank (approximately 
three to six months); 

• the first phase of the proceedings before the 
PFSA (approximately 9-12 months); 

• registering the bank in a form of joint-stock 
company with the national court register 
(approximately three months); 

• preparing and filing an application for the 
authorisation to start operations as a bank 
(approximately three months); and 

• the second phase of the proceedings before 
the PFSA (approximately six to nine months). 

The above-mentioned timelines constitute a 
rough approximation, given the amount and 
complexity of information to be provided to the 
PFSA. Other formalities include usual filings and 
registrations for tax or employment purposes. 
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The administrative fee in the proceedings before 
the PFSA amounts to 0.1% of the contemplated 
share capital of the bank and does not include 
other costs, eg, legal, consulting or business 
advisory. 

3. Control

3.1 Requirements for Acquiring or 
Increasing Control Over a Bank
General 
The procedure for acquiring qualified holdings 
in Polish banks is subject to unified EU rules 
resulting from CRD. However, compared to oth-
er jurisdictions, Polish proceedings are much 
more document-heavy and the PFSA’s approach 
tends to be very formalistic. 

Shareholding Thresholds 
The BL provides that an entity or person that 
intends, directly or indirectly, to acquire or sub-
scribe to shares or rights from the shares of 
a national bank in a number that ensures reach-
ing or exceeding, respectively, 10%, 20%, one-
third, or 50% of the total number of votes at the 
shareholders general meeting or shares in the 
share capital, is obliged to notify the PFSA of 
its intention. 

The same obligation applies to the intention 
to acquire control of a bank in any other way 
than by way of the acquisition or subscription 
of shares. 

Notification 
An entity filing the notification to the PFSA is obli-
gated to disclose its parent company, arrange-
ments made by this parent company, and infor-
mation about the parent company remaining in 
any arrangements that allow other entities to 

exercise rights from shares of a bank or exer-
cising parent company rights over such bank. 

The notification to the PFSA includes: 

• the identification of the applicant; 
• the identification of the target bank; 
• a description of the professional activities the 

applicant performs and a description of the 
obtained education; 

• a description of the group to which the appli-
cant belongs; 

• a description of the applicant’s financial situ-
ation; 

• information on criminal and fiscal crimes, 
conditionally discontinued proceedings and 
concluded disciplinary proceedings, as well 
as concluded administrative and civil pro-
ceedings if this may influence the assessment 
of the applicant; 

• information on pending criminal and fiscal 
crime proceedings, as well as pending admin-
istrative, disciplinary, and civil proceedings 
if they may influence the assessment of the 
applicant; 

• a description of actions aiming at acquiring 
and subscribing for shares, in particular, infor-
mation on the target share in the share capital 
or the target number of votes at the general 
meeting; and 

• information on the applicant’s intention 
regarding the bank’s future business activity. 

Detailed requirements for all this information 
and these documents are provided in second-
ary legislation. An important part of the filing is 
constituted by the commitments undertaken by 
the investor(s) vis-à-vis the PFSA concerning the 
target bank and its activities. 

The PFSA may object to the intended acquisition 
or subscription for shares if: 
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• the applicant has failed to supplement the 
notification; 

• the applicant has not provided the additional 
information required by the PFSA within the 
deadline; or

• it is justified by the need for the prudent and 
stable management of the bank due to the 
possible impact of the applicant on the bank 
or the applicant’s financial situation. 

The PFSA’s objection (or decision declaring the 
absence of grounds for it) may be issued within 
60 working days following receipt of the com-
plete notification. However, in practice, such 
proceedings usually last for approximately four 
to six months as the PFSA issues extensive 
requests related to the submitted documents. 

No voting rights may be exercised from the 
shares acquired or subscribed for in violation of 
the relevant regulatory filing rules. 

4. Supervision

4.1 Corporate Governance Requirements
General Corporate Structure 
The Commercial Companies Code is the primary 
source of law for joint-stock companies, includ-
ing banks (subject to differences resulting from 
the BL). The Code provides for a two-tier board 
structure, and the governing bodies of a bank 
include the management board, the supervisory 
board and the shareholders general meeting. 

Additional Requirements
The BL introduces additional, specific corporate 
governance requirements, generally in line with 
EU law requirements for credit institutions. The 
measures include an obligation to: 

• introduce a management system consisting 
of, at least, a risk management system and an 
internal control system; 

• separate a risk division from other divisions 
and appoint a dedicated board member 
responsible for risk management who also 
cannot oversee an area that generates risk for 
the bank’s operations; 

• separate the function of the dedicated board 
member responsible for risk management 
from the president of the management board 
who also may not be entrusted with supervis-
ing an area that generates a material risk for 
the bank’s operations; 

• separate a control function, compliance unit, 
and independent internal audit unit (within the 
internal control system); and 

• establish, within the supervisory board, a 
nomination committee, a risk committee and 
remuneration committee (applies to signifi-
cant banks, ie, listed banks or banks with 
more than a 2% share in the banking sector’s 
assets, deposits or own funds; and banks the 
PFSA designates as significant). 

Soft Law and Industry Initiatives 
The PFSA issued a dedicated recommendation 
concerning the principles of internal governance 
in banks, ie, Recommendation Z (Rekomendac-
ja Z). The document contains a set of general 
and specific rules governing many aspects of 
a bank’s governance, ranging from separating 
functions within the internal structure, to man-
aging conflicts of interest, to risk or outsourcing 
management. 

The EBA Guidelines on internal governance 
(EBA/GL/2017/11) are applicable in Poland. The 
PFSA also issued a more general recommen-
dation, ie, the Corporate Governance Rules for 
Supervised Entities (Zasady Ładu Korporacyjne-
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go dla Instytucji Nadzorowanych), which apply to 
all supervised entities. 

Banks listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange 
(WSE) are also obligated to adhere to the Good 
Practices of Listed Companies issued by the 
WSE. The WSE Good Practices are based on a 
“comply or explain” principle. 

4.2 Registration and Oversight of Senior 
Management
General 
Management board members (including the 
president of the management board) are 
appointed by the supervisory board. 

A bank’s management board and supervisory 
board members should have the knowledge, 
skills and experience appropriate for their 
respective functions and duties. They should 
also assure due performance of those duties. In 
particular, this refers to the person’s reputation, 
honesty, integrity and ability to run the bank’s 
business in a prudent and stable manner (the fit 
and proper requirement). 

Accountability
Management and supervisory board members 
are subject to regular civil liability towards the 
bank itself and its shareholders. Additionally, the 
PFSA may impose on them penalties for non-
compliance with the issued guidance or other 
applicable obligations. The penalties are up to 
approximately PLN20 million (approximately 
EUR4 million). 

The PFSA’s Approval 
Appointing the president of the management 
board and the management board member 
responsible for risk management requires the 
PFSA’s approval. 

The PFSA has to be notified with the following 
information: 

• the identification of the candidate; 
• the candidate’s knowledge, skills, and experi-

ence, in particular, education, professional 
experience and completed courses; 

• information about the other entities in which 
the candidate serves as a statutory board 
member; 

• the candidate’s criminal record; 
• administrative sanctions, other proceed-

ings that may adversely affect the financial 
position of such person, and administrative, 
disciplinary or enforcement proceedings in 
which the appointed person has acted or acts 
as a party; 

• Polish language proficiency; and 
• any other information that may affect the 

assessment of meeting the fit and proper 
requirement. 

The PFSA will not approve the appointment if: 

• the fit and proper criteria are not fulfilled; 
• the candidate was penalised for an intentional 

crime or fiscal crime, excluding privately 
prosecuted crimes; 

• the candidate does not inform the PFSA 
about charges in criminal proceedings or 
fiscal crime proceedings, except for charges 
related to privately prosecuted crimes within 
30 days from the date of the charges; or 

• the candidate does not prove their Polish 
language proficiency. 

The Polish language requirement may be waived 
if the PFSA deems its fulfilment unnecessary for 
prudential supervision reasons, in particular, 
the level of acceptable risk or the scope of the 
bank’s intended activities. 
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In 2020, the PFSA issued a document, ie, Meth-
ods for Assessment of Suitability of the Mem-
bers of the Bodies of Entities Supervised by the 
Polish Financial Supervision Authority (Metody-
ka Oceny Odpowiedniości Członków Organów 
Podmiotów Nadzorowanych), which contains 
a very detailed methodology behind the PFSA’s 
approach to the fit and proper requirements. 
These are generally in line with the applicable 
EBA Guidelines on assessing the suitability of 
management body members and key function 
holders under Directive 2013/36/EU and Direc-
tive 2014/65/EU (EBA/GL/2017/12). 

4.3 Remuneration Requirements
Remuneration Policy 
Banks have to adopt remuneration policies for 
each category of persons whose professional 
activity has an impact on the bank’s risk profile. 
These persons primarily include: 

• supervisory board and management board 
members; 

• directors (usually heads of divisions); and 
• other persons who have knowledge of risks 

associated with the bank’s activities and who 
are responsible for making decisions impact-
ing these risks. 

The management board is responsible for pre-
paring and implementing the remuneration pol-
icy, which is subject to the supervisory board’s 
approval. 

Non-significant banks with lower values of 
owned assets may implement simplified poli-
cies. The same applies to persons whose annual 
variable remuneration does not exceed the PLN 
equivalent of EUR50,000 or one-third of the total 
annual remuneration of these persons. Other 
exceptions may apply where an appropriate 
justification is present. 

The PFSA may limit the variable component 
of the remuneration of persons covered by the 
remuneration policy, as a percentage of net 
income, in cases where its amount impedes 
meeting the own-funds requirements. 

Additional requirements for remuneration poli-
cies may be found in the EBA Guidelines on 
sound remuneration policies (EBA/GL/2015/22), 
which apply in Poland. 

5. AML/KYC

5.1 AML and CFT Requirements
AML-Related obligations
Banks are “obliged entities” under the Act on 
countering money laundering and terrorism 
financing. As such, they are subject to many 
obligations, among others: 

• applying customer due diligence (standard, 
simplified or enhanced, as applicable); 

• adopting and complying with an internal AML 
procedure; 

• maintaining records of information acquired 
during maintaining business relationships with 
clients; 

• providing the General Inspector of Finan-
cial Information with information regarding 
accepting certain funds with an equivalent 
value of more than EUR15,000; 

• suspending suspicious transactions and 
blocking accounts; and 

• applying specific restrictive measures to 
sanctioned entities included in the relevant 
lists of sanctioned parties. 

The General Inspector of Financial Information 
or the PFSA may require the bank to change 
the scope or to end the correspondent relation-
ship with a respondent entity with its seat in a 
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high-risk third country identified by the European 
Commission. 

Customer Due Diligence Measures 
Banks are primarily obligated to apply customer 
due diligence measures when: 

• establishing a business relationship; 
• carrying out occasional transactions; 
• there is a suspicion of ML/TF; or 
• there is doubt about the veracity or adequacy 

of previously obtained customer identification 
data. 

Customer due diligence measures include: 

• identifying and verifying the customer’s iden-
tity; 

• identifying and taking reasonable measures to 
verify the beneficial owner; 

• assessing and, as appropriate, obtaining 
information on the business relationship’s 
purpose and intended nature; and 

• conducting ongoing monitoring of the busi-
ness relationship. 

Banks should also be aware of any positions 
and interpretations that the General Inspector of 
Financial Information may issue regarding AML/
CFT duties. 

6. Depositor Protection

6.1 Depositor Protection Regime
General 
Under the Act on the Bank Guarantee Fund, 
deposit protection scheme and mandatory 
restructuring, the Polish mandatory depositor 
protection scheme is administered by the Bank 
Guarantee Fund (BGF), a special legal person 
set up to govern the scheme. All banks that have 

their corporate seat in Poland are required to 
participate in the fund by contributing to it in pro-
portions based on several factors, eg, the bank’s 
management profile, capital, liquidity and quality 
of assets. 

Scope of the Coverage 
The funds covered by the BGF include: 

• funds in any currency accumulated by the 
depositor in bank accounts where the deposi-
tor is a party to the bank account agreement; 

• the depositor’s other receivables arising from 
selected banking activities; 

• the receivables of the person who covered 
the funeral costs of a deceased bank account 
holder; and 

• selected receivables of the depositor arising 
from bank securities. 

The guarantee does not extend to: 

• the depositor funds which, during the two 
years prior to the date of fulfilment of the 
guarantee condition, were not subject to 
turnover other than interest operations and 
their sum is less than the PLN equivalent of 
EUR2.5; or 

• electronic money as defined in the legislation 
implementing Directive 2009/110/EC (EMD2) 
and funds received in exchange for electronic 
money. 

Entities Entitled to Guarantee 
The following entities are entitled to guarantee: 

• natural persons; 
• legal persons; 
• organisational units that are not legal per-

sons but have legal capacity (eg, commercial 
partnerships); 

• school savings funds; 
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• savings and loan associations; and 
• parent councils. 

Limitations 
The following entities are not entitled to guar-
antee: 

• the State Treasury; 
• the National Bank of Poland; 
• banks, foreign banks and credit institutions; 
• credit unions and the National Cred-

it Union (Krajowa Spółdzielcza Kasa 
Oszczędnościowo-Kredytowa); 

• the BGF; 
• certain financial institutions; 
• persons and entities not identified by the 

entity participating in the fund; 
• local government units; or 
• public authorities of a member state other 

than the Republic of Poland and a third coun-
try, in particular, central and regional govern-
ments and local government units of these 
countries. 

Under Directive 2014/49/EU, the funds are cov-
ered by the guarantee up to the PLN equiva-
lent of EUR100,000, according to the average 
exchange rate of the National Bank of Poland as 
of the date of fulfilment of the guarantee condi-
tion. 

Exercising Rights Under the Guarantee 
The guarantee is payable within seven business 
days of the date of fulfilment of the guarantee 
conditions which, for banks, include the follow-
ing: 

• issuing the PFSA’s decision to suspend a 
bank’s activities; and 

• filing the BGF’s motion for a bank’s bankrupt-
cy with the competent court. 

As of the date of the fulfilment of the guarantee 
condition, the BGF acquires a claim to the entity 
in relation to which the guarantee condition has 
been fulfilled, in the amount of the sum of guar-
anteed funds. 

7. Bank Secrecy

7.1 Bank Secrecy Requirements
Scope of Secrecy
The BL requires the bank, its employees, and 
all persons or entities through whom the bank 
performs banking activities (czynności bankowe) 
to maintain bank secrecy. The secrecy extends 
to all information concerning a banking activity, 
including obtained during the negotiation, con-
clusion, and execution of the contract governing 
the particular banking activity. 

The obligation to maintain bank secrecy does 
not extend to cases where, among others: 

• without disclosing the information, it is not 
possible to duly perform the contract govern-
ing the certain contract or to duly perform 
other activities connected to concluding or 
performing this contract; 

• the information is disclosed to an entity to 
which the bank outsourced its activities; 

• the information is disclosed to an attorney in 
connection with the provision of legal ser-
vices; or 

• the disclosure of information to other banks, 
credit institutions, or financial institutions 
belonging to the same financial holding 
company is necessary for the proper per-
formance, prescribed by law, of anti-money 
laundering and counter-terrorist financing 
obligations. 
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Obligation to disclose bank secrecy 
Banks are required to disclose information sub-
ject to bank secrecy exclusively to (selected 
entities): 

• other banks and credit institutions to the 
extent that the disclosed information is nec-
essary in connection with the performance of 
banking activities and the purchase and sale 
of receivables; 

• other financial institutions in the cases indi-
cated in regulations; 

• providers of PSD2 open-banking services 
(PIS, AIS); 

• the PFSA in relation to exercising supervision; 
• the court or a prosecutor in connection with 

ongoing proceedings for certain crimes or 
fiscal crimes; 

• the court in connection with other ongoing 
proceedings; 

• in selected cases, the Head of the National 
Fiscal Administration; or 

• the Financial Ombudsman. 

Consequences of a Breach 
Breaching bank secrecy is subject to both civil 
liability (damages) and criminal liability (involving 
a fine of up to PLN1 million and imprisonment for 
up to three years). 

Disclosing information that is subject to bank 
secrecy which, at the same time, constitutes 
personal data, may be subject to additional 
administrative penalties under the GDPR. 

8. Prudential Regime

8.1 Capital, Liquidity and Related Risk 
Control Requirements
Initial Capital and Basel Standards 
The BL prescribes the minimum of the PLN 
equivalent of EUR5 million as a bank’s initial 
capital. However, the PFSA requires the initial 
capital to correspond to the intended scale and 
scope of bank activities that a bank wishes to 
engage in. The broader the scope of the banking 
licence, the greater the expectations the PFSA 
may have for initial capital. 

The European Union adopted the CRR/CRD 
package to implement most of the Basel III 
standards. These acts are either directly appli-
cable in Poland (CRR), or were implemented in 
the BL (CRD). 

Capital Requirements 
The core capital adequacy requirement impos-
es an obligation upon banks to maintain a total 
capital ratio (own funds – the sum of Tier I capital 
and Tier II capital) of at least 8% of risk-weighted 
assets. The Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio 
should be at least 4.5%, while an overall Tier I 
capital ratio should not be lower than 6%. 

The leverage ratio means the relative – to the 
bank’s own funds – size of the bank’s assets, 
off-balance sheets liabilities, and contingent 
liabilities. At no time should it be lower than 3%. 

The BL further stipulates that banks are obli-
gated to maintain higher capital adequacy rates 
if those the CRR prescribed are not sufficient 
to cover all identified, significant risks present 
in a bank’s operations and changes in the eco-
nomics environment, taking into account the 
expected level of risk. 
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The PFSA is authorised to impose additional 
requirements for own funds and a bank’s liquid-
ity. 

Liquidity Requirements 
Under the CRR, banks are required to have 
enough liquid assets to cover a minimum of 
100% of net outflows for 30 days under stress 
conditions. 

Banks that do not comply with the requirement 
or expect not to comply are obligated to notify 
the PFSA of this fact and present a recovery plan 
aiming at restoring the appropriate liquidity level. 

Buffers and the obligatory reserve 
Safety buffer 
Banks should also maintain an additional safe-
ty buffer equal to the amount of the Common 
Equity Tier 1 capital of 2.5% of the total risk 
exposure. 

Countercyclical buffer 
The countercyclical buffer should amount to the 
Common Equity Tier I capital at the level of the 
total risk exposure calculated in accordance with 
the CRR, multiplied by the weighted average of 
the countercyclical buffer ratios. 

Other buffers 
Polish regulations also distinguish a buffer appli-
cable to global systemically important institu-
tions. Additional systemic risk buffers may also 
be introduced when appropriate. 

The buffers do not account for the bank’s ful-
filment of the own-funds requirement under 
the CRR or under any other additional capital 
adequacy requirements under the applicable 
legislation. 

Obligatory reserve 
Banks are also required to maintain reserves 
representing a portion of, among others, cash 
deposited in bank accounts held by these banks. 
The obligatory reserve of banks is the amount, 
expressed in zlotys, of cash in zlotys and foreign 
currencies deposited in bank accounts, funds 
obtained from the issuance of debt securities, 
and other funds accepted by the bank subject to 
repayment. Some funds are excluded from the 
mandatory reserve calculation. 

9. Insolvency, Recovery and 
Resolution

9.1 Legal and Regulatory Framework
Insolvency
Banks may be subject to regular insolvency 
proceedings before the competent courts, with 
certain differences. Only the PFSA may file for 
a bank’s insolvency. However, if the BGF issues 
a resolution decision, the PFSA cannot file for 
insolvency. 

Directive 2014/59/EU, which largely follows 
the FSB Key Attributes of Effective Resolution 
Regime, has been implemented in Poland. 

Poland, as a non-Eurozone country, does not 
participate in the EU Single Resolution Mecha-
nism. The competence to resolve a failing bank 
lies with the domestic BGF. 

The resolution may be triggered, in particular, to 
maintain financial stability or protect depositors. 
These goals are achieved through: 

• preparing resolution plans; 
• the redemption or conversion of equity instru-

ments; or 
• resolving the bank. 
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The Course of a Resolution 
Three factors need to be met to start a resolu-
tion: 

• a bank is at risk of failing; 
• there are no reasonable indications that the 

actions of the bank, institutional protection 
system, or the supervisor will remove the 
bankruptcy threat in a timely manner; and 

• the resolution is necessary for the public 
interest. 

After starting the resolution, the BGF acquires 
right to adopt resolutions and decisions on mat-
ters reserved by the Articles of Association of a 
bank’s bodies, and becomes an entity entitled 
to solely represent the bank under resolution 
as the management board and the bank’s other 
bodies are dissolved. The BGF may appoint a 
management board or an administrator for the 
bank under resolution. 

Resolution tools include: 

• the sale of the business; 
• bridge institutions; 
• asset separation; and 
• bail-in. 

The resolution proceedings may be supported 
by the actions of the institutional protection 
scheme, recently created in Poland, to guaran-
tee the liquidity and solvency of the scheme’s 
participants. The institutional protection scheme 
is administered by a special purpose entity cre-
ated by commercial banks. 

Insolvency Deposit Preference 
The BGF’s depositor protection scheme protects 
the clients’ deposits in the case of the ordinary 
insolvency of a bank. In the case of resolution, 
the depositors are protected as the asset sepa-

ration tool is usually utilised, and the assets of 
the resolved bank are transferred, eg, to a bridge 
bank, free of most liabilities. In the case of the 
bridge bank’s insolvency, the regular deposit 
protection scheme should apply.

Voluntary Protection System 
As of 2022, the BL provides the legal frame-
work for voluntary protection systems. As a 
result, banks may engage in a contractual pro-
tection system governed by the purposefully 
established joint-stock company. The voluntary 
protection system may, inter alia, assist BGF in 
resolution processes. As of now, one protection 
system was established by the Polish banks 
(System Ochrony Banków Komercyjnych S.A.). 

10. Horizon Scanning

10.1 Regulatory Developments
EU-Level Developments 
Many regulatory developments affecting Polish 
banks are being initiated at the EU level. Among 
the upcoming, important developments are the 
following. 

• The PSR/PSD3 Package – the EU Commis-
sion presented a proposal for a review of the 
existing legal framework for payment ser-
vices in the EU in June 2023. Most material 
obligations under the PSD2 will be moved 
to a regulation to ensure uniform application 
across the EU. 

• FiDA Proposal – an “Open Finance” proposal 
to allow for an exchange of data on financial 
products also outside the already covered 
scope under the PSD2.

• Digital Euro Proposal – a framework for issu-
ing digital euro by the European Central Bank.

• The Banking Package – pending amendments 
to the CRD/CRR framework aimed at finalis-
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ing the implementation of Basel III Accords 
and at introducing ESG risks in banks’ risk 
management systems. 

• A set of new regulations and directives in 
the AML/CFT field – among other changes, 
an EU-wide AML/CFT supervision authority 
(AMLA) will be set up. 

• AI Regulation – this regulation will set a 
uniform framework for the use of AI-powered 
tools. Among the “high-risk AI systems” 
subject to an increased regulatory burden are 
the systems intended to be used to evaluate 
the creditworthiness of natural persons or to 
establish their credit score. The AI-related 
risks will be part of the risk management sys-
tems of EU banks. 

• The revision of the Consumer Credit Directive 
2008/48/EEC – among many changes, the 
most important include extending coverage 
to currently excluded interest-free loans and 
introducing new information obligations. 

Important EU-level legal acts impacting banks 
have been adopted in 2022 and 2023. Among 
them, most notably, are: Regulation (EU) 
2022/2554 on digital operational resilience for 
the financial sector (DORA), and Regulation (EU) 
2023/1114 on markets in crypto-assets (MiCA). 
DORA, which will comprehensively regulate the 
ICT risk management framework for banks, 
applies from 17 January 2025. MiCA will come 
into effect on 30 December 2024. 

Domestic Developments
Ongoing reform of the WIBOR critical 
benchmark 
In the first half of 2022, the Polish government 
announced its plan to replace the WIBOR (War-
saw Inter Bank Offered Rate) critical bench-
mark with a different, adequate benchmark. In 
September 2022, the National Working Group 
(NWG) responsible for reforming benchmarks 

announced that the WIRON (Warsaw Inter-
est Rate Over Night) index (formerly, the WIRD 
index) will replace the WIBOR benchmark. 

The WIRON index should be available for use in 
newly signed contracts and newly issued finan-
cial instruments starting December 2022. The 
WIRON index is expected to fully replace the 
WIBOR benchmark in 2027. The whole reform 
will take place under Chapter 4A of Regulation 
(EU) 2016/1011 (BMR). The effect of designat-
ing the replacement of the WIBOR benchmark 
will be to replace, by operation of law, the ref-
erences to this benchmark with references to 
the WIRON index in all contracts and financial 
instruments subject to the law of one of the EU 
member states, except where these contracts 
or instruments contain suitable fallback clauses. 

The replacement will be designated in the form 
of a decree issued by the Minister in charge of 
financial institutions. The decree will also specify 
the details related to the transition to the WIRON 
index, including, in particular, the spread adjust-
ment and the methods of its determination, as 
well as the date on which the WIRON index will 
begin to apply. 

The planned reform is part of the worldwide 
trend of transitioning from forward-looking 
indexes (offered rate type) to backward-looking, 
risk-free-rates representing realised transactions 
with the shortest maturity (overnight deposits 
(ON)). 

The NWG frequently publishes recommenda-
tions on the use of WIRON in financial contracts 
and financial instruments. 
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Recent Changes in Outsourcing Rules for 
Banks 
In 2023, the Polish Parliament also adopted a 
Financial Market Development Act (FMDA; the 
Act of 16 August 2023 on amending certain 
acts to ensure the development of the financial 
market and the protection of investors in that 
market). The FMDA amended more than 20 
legal acts in the field of financial markets. One 
of the main novelties for banks is the change of 
rules governing regulated outsourcing arrange-
ments. In particular, under the FMDA-introduced 
amendments, outsourcing of certain activities by 
banks, which formerly required a PFSA permit, 
will no longer be subject to the PFSA’s approval 
but will be allowed upon simple prior notification 
to the PFSA. Also, the BL will now explicitly allow 
for chain outsourcing and provide rules govern-
ing that process. 

11. ESG

11.1 ESG Requirements
Regulatory Framework 
The regulation of environmental, social and cor-
porate governance (ESG) issues are among the 
European Commissions’ primary goals. Banks, 
to the extent that they have the status of obli-
gated entities, under ESG regulations, must 
adapt their activities to the new requirements. 
The steps taken by Polish banks in the transition 
to a low-carbon, more sustainable and resource-
efficient closed-loop economy are increasingly 
visible in the market. This is related to the grad-
ual entry into force of individual acts and their 
implementation into the Polish legal order. 

Obligations Under EU legislation 
CRR/CRD 
Under Article 449a of the CRR, large institutions 
(as defined in the CRR) that issued securities 

admitted to trading on a regulated market of any 
member state are obligated to disclose informa-
tion on ESG risks, including physical risks and 
transition risks. The method of disclosure of 
this information is governed by the Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2021/637, in par-
ticular Article 18a thereof. 

In June 2021, the European Commission pub-
lished draft amendments to the CRR and CRD 
under the so-called Banking Package. One of 
the three main objectives of the reform is to 
develop banks’ obligations to identify, disclose 
and manage ESG risks under existing risk man-
agement mechanisms. According to the lat-
est drafts, among other changes, the existing 
obligation under Article 449a of the CRR will be 
extended to all credit institutions (while maintain-
ing the proportionality principle). 

According to a European Commission press 
release of 27 June 2023, the European Parlia-
ment and the Council have reached a political 
agreement on the shape of the packages’ provi-
sions. The new framework may be expected to 
apply from 1 January 2025 (CRR) and July 2025 
(CRD). The latter depends on the implementa-
tion by the member states. 

NFRD/CSRD 
The current Directive 2014/95/EU (NFRD) impos-
es an obligation on certain entities (inter alia, 
banks) to report, as part of, eg, the manage-
ment report, on their policies on environmental, 
social, labour, the respect for human rights, anti-
corruption and anti-bribery issues. 

On 5 January 2023, the Corporate Sustainabil-
ity Reporting Directive (CSRD), which amends 
the NFRD, entered into force. The CSRD aims 
to increase investment in sustainable operations 
in member states. According to the CSRD, all 
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obliged entities shall present information on ESG 
matters in their management report. This infor-
mation will be reported according to the Com-
mon European Sustainability Reporting Stand-
ards. 

The CSRD provides for a three-stage timetable 
for entities to apply the new obligations. Infor-
mation will be presented for the first time by the 
largest entities that already report so-called non-
financial information under the Polish Account-
ing Act. A year later, the remaining large entities 
will submit their first reports. Small and medium-
sized listed companies will report for the first 
time for the 2026 financial year. 

SFDR and taxonomy 
The aim of Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 (SFDR) 
is to provide transparency in specific areas of 
the activities of financial market participants and 
investment advisors with respect to ESG issues. 
To this end, the SFDR introduces a series of dis-
closure obligations aimed at obligated entities 
to consider ESG factors in the investment and 
advisory process in a consistent manner. Only 
banks that provide portfolio management ser-
vice are subject to obligations under the SFDR. 

In September 2023, the European Commis-
sion started public and targeted consultations 
regarding the SFDR, which may result in a pro-
posal to amend the regulation. 

The obligations listed in the SFDR are closely 
linked to the obligations referred to in Regulation 
(EU) 2020/85 (the “Taxonomy Regulation”). The 
disclosure obligations established in the Taxon-
omy Regulation complements the sustainability-
related disclosure provisions established in the 
SFDR. 

National Regulations and Soft Law 
Under the BL, the nomination committee or the 
supervisory board must adopt a diversity policy 
in the management board. The policy should 
take into account the broad set of qualities and 
competencies required for board members. The 
banks also must notify the PFSA about their 
respective gender pay gaps every year. 

Furthermore, the sanctions for non-compliance 
with specific provisions of the SFDR and the 
Taxonomy Regulation by financial market par-
ticipants and financial advisors were introduced 
in the amendment to the Act on Financial Market 
Supervision in July of 2022. The sanctions are 
both financial (amounting to as much as PLN21 
million) and non-financial. The power to impose 
them is held by the PFSA. 

In addition to strictly legislative actions, banks 
should also be aware of any ESG positions 
and guidelines issued by the European Central 
Bank, local and EU (EBA and ESMA) supervisory 
authorities, as well as non-supervisory authori-
ties, eg, the Task Force on Climate-Related 
Financial Disclosures. The PSFA has not yet 
issued general guidance on ESG matters, but 
such guidelines may be expected in the short- 
to medium-term. At present, the PFSA already 
includes ESG in the list of matters on which it 
seeks commitments from investors seeking 
clearance for the acquisition of a bank or other 
financial regulated institution. 
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Introduction and Overview of Important 
Events 
General state of the sector 
The Polish banking sector continues to be in 
a stable and robust condition, despite a chal-
lenging geopolitical and economic situation in 
Europe. In particular, the current high interest 
rates have led to improved financial results for 
banks across the European Union, including 
Poland. 

Despite the Polish banking sector being in a 
good situation overall, there are occasional 
issues, which are reflected in the events of 
recent months. 

Swiss franc loans 
The Polish banking sector continues to be bur-
dened with a significant portfolio of foreign cur-
rency (primarily Swiss franc) denominated loans. 
These loans are the subject of mass claims, 
which are increasingly being resolved in favour 
of customers. In particular, the consumer-friend-
ly case-law of the local and EU courts allows for 
the invalidation of such loan agreements. This 
means that parties to the agreement have to 
reimburse each other the paid sums (disburse-
ment of the loans and instalments with interest). 

The most recent development in this respect 
is the judgment of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union (CJEU) of 15 June 2023 in case 
C-520/21 holding that the EU Unfair Contract 
Terms Directive (Directive 93/13/EEC) precludes 
banks from claiming remuneration for the use 
of the capital made available to the consumer 
under the subsequently invalidated loan agree-
ment, but does not prohibit the borrower from 
raising such claims. While this decision was not 
necessarily a surprise, it came as bad news for 
the Polish banking sector, making it clear that 
the only way to mitigate the risk caused by dis-
putes with customers would be through mass 
settlements. 

The foreign currency loans portfolio continues to 
be identified by the Financial Stability Commit-
tee (the Polish macroprudential authority) as the 
greatest single risk factor for the Polish banking 
sector. However, it does not affect all banks and 
not all concerned banks are equally exposed. 
Furthermore, the concerned banks have had 
the time to provision those risks and to develop 
mitigating strategies – mainly in the form of vol-
untary settlement programmes for customers. 

Resolution of Getin Noble Bank 
The turn of 2022 and 2023 also marked the larg-
est bank resolution to date in Poland. The Polish 
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resolution authority – the Bank Guarantee Fund 
(BGF) initiated a resolution proceeding against a 
major, but troubled and capital-impaired, private 
bank – Getin Noble Bank S.A. (GNB). The bank, 
which ranked as the seventh largest Polish bank, 
had a problem with meeting capital requirements 
for years, and the subsequent worsening of its 
capital adequacy prompted the BGF to start the 
resolution. 

BGF moved most of GNB’s healthy assets to 
VeloBank S.A., a newly established bridge 
institution, leaving problematic assets, includ-
ing GNB’s foreign currency loan portfolio, in 
the former bank (currently under a bankruptcy 
proceeding). BGF is currently in the process of 
divesting the bridge bank, which is held by BGF 
and the large commercial banks’ voluntary pro-
tection system. GNB’s resolution was notable for 
its many firsts. It is the first resolution of such a 
large bank in Poland, the first to involve a bridge 
institution, and the first involving participation of 
the commercial banks’ voluntary protection sys-
tem. 

Consumer protection 
Polish banks also continue to be subjected to 
heightened scrutiny from the Polish consumer 
protection authority, the President of the Office 
of Competition and Consumer Protection 
(OCCP), who regularly initiates proceedings for 
infringement of collective interests of consumers 
against financial institutions. 

In particular, over the last few years, the Presi-
dent of the OCCP had advocated for the so-
called linear method of reimbursement of fees 
and commissions in the case of early repayment 
of consumer loans. The linear method implies 
that all credit costs, including those not related to 
the term of the loan, are subject to a proportional 
reduction in connection with early repayment. 

Ultimately, the OCCP’s interpretation of the Con-
sumer Credit Directive (Directive 2008/48/EC) 
was adopted by the CJEU in its judgment of 11 
September 2019 in case C-383/18 (Lexitor). 

The President of the OCCP subsequently 
insisted on applying the same solution to mort-
gage loans under the Mortgage Credit Directive 
(Directive 2014/17/EU). However, the CJEU in its 
judgment of 9 February 2023 in case C-555/21 
reasoned that the consumer’s right to a reduc-
tion in the total cost of the credit in the event of 
early repayment includes only this interest and 
those costs, which are dependent on the dura-
tion of the contract. These costs therefore do 
not include, for example, the commission for 
granting the loan. The CJEU’s view is therefore 
different from that of the President of the OCCP. 

Quite recently, the President of the OCCP has 
also initiated proceedings for infringement of 
collective interests of consumers with respect to 
alleged breaches of rules governing the liability 
for unauthorised payment transactions – argu-
ing that banks mishandle customers’ complaints 
regarding these transactions. The charges were 
brought against all leading banks in the Polish 
market. 

Loan “holidays”
In 2022, the Polish Parliament introduced special 
relief to allow borrowers under zloty-denominat-
ed housing loans to defer, at no charge, repay-
ment of up to eight monthly instalments over the 
next two years. It is currently unclear whether 
such relief will be extended in 2024, although it 
seems unlikely in view of the results of the Octo-
ber 2023 general election. 

Long-term financing ratio 
In Poland, mortgage loans constitute a signifi-
cant component of banks’ assets (they account 
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for 16.2% of all assets as of 2022). These mort-
gage loans are mainly financed through short-
term deposits (long term mortgage bonds vol-
umes correspond to a mere 4.73% of the whole 
mortgage portfolio). The Polish Financial Super-
vision Authority (PFSA) perceives this as a matu-
rity mismatch of banks’ assets and liabilities and 
an excessive exposure to interest rate risk. In an 
effort to limit those risks, the PFSA proposed in 
2023 to introduce a “Long-Term Financing Ratio” 
(Wskaźnik Finansowania Długoterminowego). 

This ratio is calculated as a proportion of certain 
instruments (including mortgage bonds) in rela-
tion to the value of overall mortgage lending. If 
introduced, banks would need to maintain the 
ratio at a specific threshold, which should incen-
tivise them to issue more long-term mortgage 
bonds, thus assuring a more stable financing 
base for mortgage lending. The ratio may be 
imposed as early as 2024. 

Regulatory Developments
Introduction 
In Poland, financial institutions continue to 
remain under intense regulatory pressure both 
through ever-increasing rule-making (at local 
and EU levels) and very active supervisory 
authorities. 

Recent changes in legislation in Poland 
On a local level, one of the principal legislative 
developments in 2023 was the adoption of the 
Act of 16 August 2023 amending certain acts 
in connection with ensuring the development 
of the financial market and the protection of 
investors in that market (FMDA). The FMDA is a 
cornerstone of the governmental Capital Market 
Development Strategy and is a broad act of leg-
islation, which amends over 20 legislative acts 
governing financial markets, including the 1997 
Banking Law (BL). 

The most impactful amendments to the BL intro-
duced by the FMDA concern outsourcing rules. 
These changes aim, on one hand, at aligning the 
regulations currently in force with EU standards 
resulting from the European Banking Authority 
Guidelines on outsourcing arrangements (EBA/
GL/2019/02), and on the other, at easing the reg-
ulatory burden, as the Polish outsourcing rules 
were very strict. In particular, under the FMDA-
introduced amendments, outsourcing of cer-
tain activities by banks which formerly required 
a PFSA permit will no longer be subject to the 
PFSA’s approval but will be allowed upon simple 
prior notification to the PFSA. The FMDA also 
added new provisions in the BL that regulate the 
issuance of bank derivative instruments, super-
vision over offering structured deposits, and 
electronic communication between the PFSA 
and supervised entities. Some changes were 
also introduced with regards to creditworthiness 
assessment explanations provided to borrow-
ers. In addition to changes to the BL, the FMDA 
amends, in particular, the 2011 Payment Ser-
vices Act by clarifying some definitions, and the 
2018 AML/ACFT Act as regards the principles 
of conducting on-site controls by the General 
Inspector of Financial Information. 

PSD3/PSR package 
On 28 June 2023, the European Commission 
(EC) proposed revised rules on payments ser-
vices in the European Union. The existing regula-
tory framework, consisting primarily of Directive 
2015/2366 on payment services in the internal 
market (PSD2) and Commission Delegated Reg-
ulation 2018/389 (SCA RTS), will be substantially 
reshaped. The EC proposes to introduce a new 
regulation (PSR) and a new directive (PSD3). 
Most substantive PSD2 provisions on providing 
payment services and some of SCA RTS provi-
sions will be moved into the PSR, while PSD3 
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will essentially focus on the licensing of non-
banking payment service providers. 

The PSR will also introduce some novel specific 
solutions or clarifications of existing ambiguities. 
Most notably, the PSR would allow two strong 
customer authentication (SCA) factors to be of 
the same category (eg, knowledge), explicitly 
require the payment service providers to enter 
into an outsourcing agreement with a provider 
servicing and verifying the authentication ele-
ments (this requirement will significantly impact 
the mobile wallet products such as Apple Pay 
or Google Pay), and introduce a special “IBAN 
check” service to be provided to the payer. 
Payment service providers would be obligated 
to offer a service to check whether the unique 
identifier and name of the payee match, and to 
inform the payer of the degree of incompatibility. 

Considerable changes were also proposed in 
respect of rules on unauthorised payment trans-
actions. The EC proposes to modify the exist-
ing PSD2-derived burden of proof incumbent on 
the payment service provider. Instead of having 
to prove authentication of the payment trans-
action, which is a verification of the identity of 
a payment service user or validity of a specific 
payment instrument, the draft of the PSR states 
that providers must prove authorisation of the 
transaction. Authorisation of the transaction is 
interpreted as the will of the payment service 
user to execute it. 

The wording of PSR provisions came as a sur-
prise for the Polish banking sector as such 
design of the provisions is a long-lasting issue 
in the Polish payment market. The requirement 
to prove authorisation has been present in the 
Polish legislation for many years as a result of 
inaccurate implementation of PSD2. The shape 
of the provision has led to already mentioned 

accusations of mishandling customers’ com-
plaints regarding unauthorised transactions. In 
the opinion of the President of the OCCP, banks 
should reimburse the amounts of unauthor-
ised payment transactions on the basis of the 
customer’s notification alone, regardless of the 
fact that the transaction was correctly authenti-
cated. This puts banks at a huge disadvantage, 
as banks do not have any tools or measures to 
assess the real customer’s intent, meaning that 
they are not capable of proving authorisation.

Changes are also expected in the Open Bank-
ing area. Along transferring a part of the pro-
visions on application programming interface 
(API) from SCA RTS to the regulation level, the 
PSR also introduces significant changes in this 
regard. These include some new provisions on 
measuring effectiveness of APIs, response time, 
obstacles, fallback interfaces, API exemptions 
and contingency measures. Account servicing 
payment service providers will also be obligated 
to maintain a permissions dashboard – a special 
feature, which will enable payment service users 
to manage permissions granted to third-party 
providers. 

The final shape of the PSR and PSD3 may 
change, as the EC only recently presented the 
drafts. Along with these drafts, the EC also pre-
sented a proposal for a regulation on a frame-
work for Financial Data Access (FiDAR). The 
purpose of the FiDAR is to oblige providers of 
financial services other than payment accounts 
to make available an appropriate API-like inter-
face. This is intended to enable the transition 
from “Open Banking” to “Open Finance”.

New consumer finance regulations 
In 2023, the legislative process of the new con-
sumer credit directive (CCD2) has also come 
to an end. CCD2 aims at providing clearer and 
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more precise rules on consumer lending in the 
digital age. In this regard, the directive takes into 
account new trends in consumer finance such 
as deferred payments (Buy-Now-Pay-Later 
phenomenon). CCD2 will also extend to previ-
ously excluded credits granted free of interest 
and without any other charges. Other important 
changes include: the introduction of so-called 
Standard European Consumer Credit Informa-
tion, which will regulate the method of providing 
consumers with pre-contractual information or 
the ban on tying practices (offering consumer 
credit in a package with other financial products 
where the credit is not available to the consumer 
separately), while allowing bundling practices 
(offering consumer credit in a package with other 
financial products where the credit is available 
to the consumer separately but not necessarily 
on the same terms or conditions). 

Some changes are also expected in the regula-
tions on financial services contracts concluded 
at a distance. In the autumn of 2023, work on a 
new directive in this area is also nearing comple-
tion. This directive transfers the rules on finan-
cial contracts concluded at a distance from 
Directive 2002/65/EC concerning the distance 
marketing of consumer financial services into 
Directive 2011/83/EU on consumer rights, while 
simultaneously extending these obligations and 
adapting to the digital age. Novelties include, in 
particular: 

• new pre-contractual information obligations 
(eg, informing that the price was personalised 
on the basis of automated decision making);

• the introduction of the obligation to offer an 
easy withdrawal from contracts concluded by 
the means of an online interface; and 

• the right of the consumer to request human 
intervention at the pre-contractual stage 
(where online tools are used). 

ESG factors in banks’ risk management 
Still pending are amendments to the so-called 
Banking Package. The EC published draft 
amendments to Regulation 575/2013/EU on pru-
dential requirements for credit institutions (CRR) 
and to Directive 2013/36/EU on access to the 
activity of credit institutions and the prudential 
supervision of credit institutions and investment 
firms in June 2021. One of the crucial tenets of 
the reform is to develop banks’ obligations to 
identify, disclose and manage environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) risks within exist-
ing risk management mechanisms. Key propos-
als are: 

• the introduction of harmonised definitions of 
ESG risks;

• the requirement to report the bank’s exposure 
to ESG risks to competent authorities; and 

• the extension of the obligation to disclose 
information on ESG risks to all credit institu-
tions. 

Conclusion 
Although the Polish banking sector is strong, 
stable and technologically advanced, the years 
ahead will continue to be demanding and full 
of challenges. New technologies and the imple-
mentation of ESG risks in current operations will 
remain a key driver of change in banking. There 
is no doubt that these changes, at least in part, 
will be dictated by an ever-increasing number 
of regulations. 
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